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We study the decays of t2→ntP2g(P5p2,K2) in the light front quark model. We calculate the form
factors and use them to evaluate the decay widths. We find that, in the standard model, the decay
widths are 1.6231022(3.8631023)Gt2→ntp2 and 1.9131023(5.3831024)Gt2→ntK2 with the cuts of Eg
550(400) MeV and t05800(1200) MeV for t2→ntp2g and t2→ntK2g , respectively. We also show that,
with including the radiative decay widths, the experimental rate for t2→ntP2 can be explained.
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Tau is the only charged lepton which decays into hadrons.
Theoretically, the hadronic t decays can provide us with
valuable information on strong interactions. The simplest
rare radiative t decays are t2→ntP2g , with P being the
pseudoscalar mesons of p and K. The contributions to the
decays can be divided into ‘‘internal-bremsstrahlung’’ ~IB!
and ‘‘structure-dependent’’ ~SD! parts in terms of the photon
emission. For the IB contribution the photon emits from the
t lepton as well as the external hadron, while the SD one
emits from intermediate states described by the vector and
axial-vector form factors FV ,A . Our main task is to calculate
these form factors which are functions of t25(p1q)2,
where q (p) is the four-momentum of g(P) and M P2 <t2
<mt
2
. In general, the momentum dependences of FV ,A could
also help us to determine the bound state wave functions of
mesons.
In this paper, we will use the light front quark model
~LFQM! to evaluate the matrix elements in t→ntPg decays.
The LFQM has been widely applied to study the form factors
of weak decays @1–7#. It is the relativistic quark model @8# in
which a consistent and relativistic treatment of quark spins
and the center-of-mass motion can be carried out. Moreover,
the meson state of the definite spins could be relativistically
constructed by the Melosh transformation @9#. There are
many advantages to the LFQM. For example, the light front
wave function is manifestly Lorentz invariant as it is ex-
pressed in terms of the momentum fraction variable ~in ‘‘1’’
component!, in analogy with the parton distributions in the
infinite momentum frame. The kinematic subgroup of the
light front formalism has the maximum number of
interaction-free generators including the boost operator
which describes the center-of-mass motion of the bound
state @8#.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present
the matrix elements and study the form factors in the P
→g transitions within the framework of the LFQM. We cal-
culate the decay widths of t→ntPg in Sec. III. We also
compare our results with those in literature @10,11#. We give
our conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. FORM FACTORS IN THE LIGHT
FRONT QUARK MODEL
Similar to the radiative meson decay, the decay amplitude
for0556-2821/2003/68~9!/093001~7!/$20.00 68 0930t2~ l !→nt~k !P2~p !g~q !, ~1!
with P5p or K can be written @10,12,13# as
M5MIB1MSD , ~2!
MIB5GFcos uce f Pmtu¯ ~k !~11g5!
3F pepq 1 q e2lq 2 lelqGv~ l !,
MSD5
GFcos uce
A2 H iemnrsLmenqrps FVM P
1u¯ ~k !~11g5!@~pq !e2~ep !q #v~ l ! FAM PJ ,
~3!
where Lm5u¯ (k)gm(12g5)u(l) and FA ,V are the form fac-
tors corresponding to the vector and axial-vector currents,
defined by
^g~q !,P~p !uq¯gmg5bu0&5e
FA
M P
@~pq !em*2~e*p !qm# ,
^g~q !,P~p !uq¯gmbu0&5ie
FV
M P
«mnabe*
nqapb, ~4!
with em being the photon polarization vector and q ~p! the
four momentum of g (P), respectively. The form factors
FA ,V in Eq. ~4! depend on t25(p1q)2 for which the allowed
range is M P
2 <t2<mt
2
, in contrast to 0<t2<M P
2 in P1
→l1n lg .
A. Light front formalism
To calculate of the hadronic matrix elements in Eq. ~4!,
one usually lets t150 to have a spacelike momentum trans-
fer. However, since the momentum transfer should be always
timelike in a real decay process, in this work we use the
frame of t’50 with the physically accessible kinematic re-
gion of 0<t2<tmax
2
. Within the light front formalism, the
meson bound state, which consists of a quark q1 and an
antiquark q¯ 2 with the total momentum p and spin S, can be
written as©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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3 (
l1l2
FSSz~k1 ,k2 ,l1 ,l2!bq1
1 ~k1 ,l1!
3dq2¯
1
~k2 ,l2!u0&, ~5!
where
@dk#5
dk1dk’
2~2p!3k1
,
$bl8~k8!,bl
†~k !%5$dl8~k8!,dl
†~k !%
52~2p!3 d3~k82k ! dl8l , ~6!
and k1(2) is the on-mass shell light front momentum of the
internal quark q1(q¯ 2). The light front relative momentum
variables (x ,k’) are defined by
k1
15x1p1, k2
15x2p1, x11x251,
k1’5x1p’1k’ , k2’5x2p’2k’ . ~7!
In the momentum space, the wave function FSSz is given by
FSSz~k1 ,k2 ,l1 ,l2!5Rl1l2
SSz ~x ,k’! f~x ,k’!, ~8!
where f(x ,k’) describes the momentum distribution ampli-
tude of the constituents in the bound state and Rl1l2
SSz con-
structs a spin state (S ,Sz) out of light front helicity eigen-
states (l1l2), expressed by
Rl1l2
SSz ~x ,k’!5 (
s1 ,s2
^l1uR M† ~12x ,k’ ,m1!us1&
3^l2uR M† ~x ,2k’ ,m2!us2&K 12 s1 12 s2uSSzL .
~9!
In Eq. ~9!, usi& are the Pauli spinors and RM is the Melosh
transformation operator, given by
RM~x ,k’ ,mi!5
mi1xiM 01isW kW’3nW
A~mi1xiM 0!21k’2
, ~10!
with
M 0
25
m1
21k’
2
x1
1
m2
21k’
2
x2
,
n5~0, 0, 1 !. ~11!
We note that Eq. ~9! can, in fact, be expressed as a covariant
form @1#,09300Rl1l2
SSz ~x ,k’!5A k11k21A2M˜ 0 u¯ ~k1 ,l1!Gv~k2 ,l2!, ~12!
where
M˜ 0[AM 022~m12m2!2,
(
l
u~k ,l!u¯ ~k ,l!5
m1k
k1
,
(
l
v~k ,l!v¯ ~k ,l!52
m2k
k1
, ~13!
G5g5 ~pseudoscalar,S50 !,
G52«ˆ ~Sz!1 «
ˆ ~k12k2!
M 01m11m2
~vector,S51 !, ~14!
with
«ˆ m~61 !5F 2p1«W’~61 !pW’,0,«W’~61 !G ,
«W’~61 !57~1,6i !/A2,
«ˆ m~0 !5
1
M 0
S 2M 021p’2p1 ,p1,p’D . ~15!
The normalization condition of the meson state is given by
^M ~p8,S8,Sz8!uM ~p ,S ,Sz!&
52~2p!3p1d3~p˜ 82p˜ !dS8SdSz8Sz, ~16!
which leads to
E dxd2k’2~2p!3 uf~x ,k’!u251. ~17!
In principle, the momentum distribution amplitude
f(x ,k’) can be obtained by solving the light front QCD
bound state equation @14,15#. However, before such first-
principle solutions are available, we would have to be con-
tented with phenomenological amplitudes. One example that
has been often used in the literature is the Gaussian-type
wave function
f~x ,k’!5NAdkzdx expS 2 kW 22vM2 D , ~18!
where N54(p/vM2 )
3
4 , kW5(k’ ,kz), and dkz /dx5e1e2 /x(1
2x)M 0, with kz being defined through
x5
e12kz
e11e2
, 12x5
e21kz
e11e2
, ei5Ami21kW 2, ~19!
by1-2
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22m2
2
2M 0
. ~20!
In particular, with appropriate parameters, the wave function
in Eq. ~18! describes satisfactorily the pion elastic form fac-
tor up to t2;10 GeV2 @16#.
B. The form factors of FA and FV
The one-loop diagrams that contribute to FV ,A are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. From the figures, the hadronic matrix ele-
ments in Eq. ~4! are found to be
^g~q !,P~p !uq¯gm~12g5!Qu0&
5E d4k18
~2p!4
LPH gm~12g5! i~k 181mQ!k1822mQ2 1ie
3g5
i~2k 281mq!
k28
22mq
21ie
ieqe i~k 11mq!k122mq21ie
2~q↔Q ,k18→k28!J , ~21!
where LP is a vertex function related to Qq¯ bound state of
the meson P, k25p2k18 and k15t2k185k21q . After inte-
grating over the LF momentum k1
2 in Eq. ~21!, we get
^g~qg!,P~p !uq¯gm~12g5!Qu0&
5E
0
p
@d3k18#H 1k122k1on2 ~Imnuk1on82 ! LPk2822k2on82
2~q↔Q ,k18→k28!J , ~22!
FIG. 1. Loop diagrams that contribute t→ntpg .09300where
@d3k18#5
dk1
1dk1’
2~2p!3k18
1k28
1k1
1
,
Imnuk1on2 5Tr$gm~12g5!~k 181mQ!
3g5~2k 281mq!ieqe ~k 11mq!%,
kion
2 5
mi
21ki’
2
ki
1
, k1(2)8
2 5pon
2 2k2(1)on8
2
,
k1
25k2on
2 1qgon
2
, ~23!
with $on% representing the on-shell particles. By considering
the ‘‘good’’ component m51 , the meson wave function in
Eq. ~8! and Melosh transformation in Eq. ~12! are related to
the bound state vertex function LP , given @1,17# by
LP
k28
22k2on8
2
→
Ak181k281
A2 M˜ 0
f~x ,k’!. ~24!
Moreover, the matrix elements in Eq. ~4! become
^g~q !,P~p !uq¯g1g5Qu0&5e
FA
2M P
~e’*q’!,
^g~q !,P~p !uq¯g1Qu0&52ie
FV
2M P
e i je i*q j . ~25!
Here we have used the LF momentum variables (x ,k’) and
worked in the frame that the transverse momentum is purely
longitudinal, i.e., t’50. We note that t25t1t2>0 covers
the entire range of momentum transfers. Thus, the relevant
quark variables for Fig. 1 are
k1
15~11x !q1, k2
15xq1, k1’5~11x !q’2k’ ,
k2’5xq’2k’ ,k18
15~12x8!p1, k28
15x8p1,
k1’8 52~12x8!q’1k’8 , k2’8 52x8q’2k’8 , ~26!
where x8 (x) is the momentum fraction of the antiquark in
the meson ~photon! state. At the quark loop, it requires that
k2(1)8
1 5k2
1
, k2(1)’8 5k2’ , ~27!
for Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. Therefore, the trace Imn in Eq. ~23!
can be easily carried out. The form factors FA and FV in Eq.
~25! are then found to be1-3
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0
j dxd2k’
2~2p!3j H 2~112x !~x1x8!3 mq2x8~mQ2mq!k’2 Qmq21k’2 F~x8,k’
2 !
x8~12x8!
1
~112x !~12x91x !
3
mQ1~12x9!~mQ2mq!k’
2 Q
mQ
2 1k’
2
F~x9,k’
2 !
x9~12x9!J , ~28!
FV~ t2!524M PE
0
j dxd2k’
2~2p!3j H 2~x1x8!3 ~112x !mq2Ak’2 Qmq21k’2 F~x8,k’
2 !
x8~12x8!
1
~12x91x !
3
~112x !mQ2Bk’
2 Q
mQ
2 1k’
2
F~x9,k’
2 !
x9~12x9!J , ~29!respectively, where
j5
p1
q1
5
M p
2
t22M p
2 ,
A5x8~mQ2mq!22xmq ,
B52~12x9!~mQ2mq!22xmq ,
F~x ,k’
2 !5NS x~12x !2~M 022~mQ2mq!2!D
1/2
3Adkzdx expS 2 kW 22vM2 D ,
Q5
1
F~x ,k’
2 !
dF~x ,k’
2 !
dk’
2 ,
x85xS t22M p2M p2 D , x9512xS t
22M p
2
M p
2 D ,
kW5~kW’ ,kW z!. ~30!
III. DECAY WIDTHS
To compute numerical values of the form factors, we use
f p50.925, mQ5mq5mu5md50.25, M p50.14, vp50.3
for the p meson, f K50.113, mQ5ms50.4, mq5mu
50.25, M K50.495, vK50.37 for the K meson in GeV
@18,19#, respectively. We start with the decay of t→ntpg .
We define x52lq/mt2 and y52lp/mt2 . In the t rest frame,
x (y) corresponds to the photon ~pion! energy of Eg(p) , ex-
pressed in units of mt/2 as
x5
2Eg
mt
, y5
2Ep
mt
. ~31!
In terms of x and y, one has the following kinematics:09300pq5 mt
2
2 ~x1y212r !,
t25~s2k !25~p1q !25mt
2~x1y21 !. ~32!
The physical allowed regions for x and y are given by
0<x<12r ,
12x1
r
12x<y<11r , ~33!
with
r5S mp
mt
D 2;6.2131023, ~34!
where we have used mt51.777 GeV. We now calculate the
differential decay rate of t2→ntp2g , given by
dG~t→ntpg!5
1
2mt
d (4)~ l2q2p2k !uMu2
3
dqW
~2p!32Eg
dpW
~2p!32Ep
dkW
~2p!32En
.
~35!
In the t rest frame, one has
d2G
dxdy 5
mt
256p3
uMu2, ~36!
where
uMu25uM IBu21uM SDu212Re~MIBMSD* !. ~37!
By writing the decay width G in terms of the three different
source as in Eq. ~38!, i.e.,1-4
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and the nonradiative decay (t2→ntp2) width
Gt→ntp5
GF
2 uVudu2uc f p2
8p mt
3~12r !2
52.44310210 MeV, ~39!
we obtain that
d2G IB
dxdy 5
a
2p r IB~x ,y !
Gt→ntp
~12r !2
,09300d2GSD
dxdy 5
a
16p
mt
4
f p2 mp2
@ uFVu2rVV~x ,y !
12Re~FVFA
! !rVA~x ,y !
1uFAu2rAA~x ,y !#
Gt→ntp
~12r !2
,
d2G INT
dxdy 5
a
2A2p
mt
2
f pmp @r INTV~x ,y !Re~FV!
1r INTA~x ,y !Re~FA!#
Gt→ntp
~12r !2
, ~40!
wherer IB~x ,y !5
@r2~x12 !22r~x1y !1~x1y21 !~x223x121xy !#~r2y11 !
~r2x2y11 !2x2
,
rVV~x ,y !52@r2~x1y !12r~12y !~x1y !1~x1y21 !~x21y22x2y !# ,
rAA~x ,y !5rVV~x ,y ,r !,
rVA~x ,y !5@r2~x1y !1~12x2y !~y2x !#~r22x2y11 !,
r INTA~x ,y !52
~r2x2y11 !~r2y11 !
x
,
r INTV~x ,y !5
@r222r~x1y !1~12x1y !~x1y21 !#~r2y11 !
~r2x2y11 !x . ~41!To simplify our calculations, we now introduce l as a new
parameter,
l5
t2
mt
2 5x1y21. ~42!
The kinematical boundaries for x and l are given by
l2r<x<12
r
l
, r<l<1. ~43!
By integrating the variable x in the phase space, from Eq.
~41!, we derive the expressions of differential decay widths
for the invariant mass spectrum as
dG IB
dl 5
a
2p @~12l!~r
212rl24l1l2!
1~r2l12rl22l22l21l3!lnl#
3
1
l22rl
Gt→ntp
~12r !2
,dGSD
dl 5
a
48p
mt
4
f p2 mp2
~l21 !2~l2r !3~112l!
l2
3~ uFVu21uFAu2!
Gt→ntp
~12r !2
,
dG INTV
dl 5
a
2A2p
mt
2
f pmp
~l2r !2~12l1llnl!
l
3 Re~FV!
Gt→ntp
~12r !2
,
dG INTA
dl 5
a
2A2p
mt
2
f pmp @~12l!~r22l21 !
1~rl22l2l2!lnl#
l2r
l
Re~FA!
Gt→ntp
~12r !2
.
~44!1-5
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tion is infrared divergent when x is close to 0 and, moreover,
there is also an enhancement in the limit l→r . This means
that the IB term contains the logarithm divergent as t2
→mp2 . To obtain the decay width of t→ntpg , a cut on the
photon energy is needed. The differential decay width
dG IB /dl as a function of l5t2/mt
2 in terms of Gt→ntp is
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 with two different cuts of Eg550 and
400 MeV, respectively. In Table I, we list the integrated de-
cay width ratio of Rp5Gt→ntpg /Gt→ntp for the two cuts. As
shown in Table I, our results for the decay width of t
→ntpg are larger than those in Refs. @10# and @11#, respec-
tively, due to our bigger SD contribution. From Table I, it is
interesting to see that G INT which depends on the photon
energy cut can be as large as GSD .
For the decay of t→ntKg , we use Gt→ntK51.759
310211 MeV. The differential decay width for L5t2/mt
2
>0.2 GeV in terms of Gt→ntK is plotted in Fig. 4. From the
figure, we see that the SD contribution to the decay width is
dominant for values of t2. The reason is that the large kaon
mass suppresses the IB contribution. In Table II, we show the
decay width ratio of RK5Gt→ntKg /Gt→ntK with two differ-
ent invariant mass cuts of t5800 and 1200 MeV. From Table
II, we find that the results in Ref. @11# are twice as large as
our predictions.
We now study the ratio
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
l  = t2 / m
t
2
0.0
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
10
3  
dG(
t fi n p 
g ) /
 G(t fi 
n p)
 
dl
 
IB
SD
INT
ALL
FIG. 2. Differential decay width of G(t→ntpg) in terms of
Gt→ntp as a function of l5t
2/mt
2 with Eg>50 MeV. The dot,
dash, dash-dot, and solid curves stand for the contributions of IB,
SD, INT, and total parts, respectively.09300R5
(
P5p ,K
Br~t→ntP !
Br~t→enen¯ t!
~45!
and examine both theoretical and experimental values. In the
standard model ~SM!, the ratio is given by
RSM50.646, ~46!
while the recent experimental average @18# is
Rexp50.661 0060.007 25. ~47!
Clearly, there is a discrepancy between RSM and Rexp. How-
ever, it is believed that it arises from the radiative correc-
tions. At O(a), the radiative corrected decay width is found
to be
G@t2→ntp2~g!#5G~t2→ntp2!1G~t2→ntp2g!
;2.48310210 MeV, ~48!
with Eg>50MeV. Similarly, for the mode with K, one has
that
G@t2→ntK2~g!#;1.61310211 MeV, ~49!
with the same photon energy cut as the pion mode. In the
standard model, the radiative corrected width of t→enn¯
@20# is given by
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
l  = t2 / m
t
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0.0
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10
3  
dG(
t fi n p 
g ) /
 G(t fi 
n p)
 
dl
 
IB
SD
INT
ALL
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but with Eg>400 MeV.TABLE I. Integrated decay width ratio for t→ntpg .
Integrated decay width ratio IB SD INT Sum Ref. @10# Ref. @11#
1023Rp (Eg>50) MeV 13.1 1.48 1.61 16.2 14.8
1023Rp (Eg>400) MeV 1.48 1.48 0.90 3.86 1.16 2.761-6
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~50!
From the Eqs. ~48!–~50!, we obtain
RTheor ,O(a);0.655, ~51!
which agrees with experimental data in Eq. ~47! within the
errors.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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t
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G(t fi n 
K)
 dl
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SD
INT
ALL
FIG. 4. Differential decay width of G(t→ntKg) as a function
of l5t2/mt
2 in terms of Gt→ntK . Caption is the same as in Fig. 2.09300IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the decays of t→ntp(K)g in the
light front quark model. We have calculated the form factors
and used them to evaluate the decay widths. We have
found that, in the standard model, the decay widths are
1.6231022(3.8631023)Gt→ntp and 1.91310
23(5.38
31024)Gt→ntK with the cuts of Eg550(Eg5400) MeV
and t05800(1200) MeV for t→ntpg and t→ntKg , re-
spectively. We have also shown that by including the radia-
tive decay widths, the experimental rate for t→nt(p ,K) can
be understood. In future, as the t-charm factories will pro-
duce a large number of samples of t lepton pairs, these rare
t decays should be precisely measured and thus the
structure-dependent form factors can be well tested. In this
case, the decays can be used to probe new physics similar to
Kl3 @21# and Kl2g decays @22#.
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TABLE II. Integrated decay width ratio for t→ntKg .
Integrated decay width ratio IB SD INT Sum Ref. @11#
1024RK (t>800 MeV) 6.51 7.36 5.26 19.13 35.8
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